Awesome Science Media Presents:
The Flood Geology Series
“The Great Ice Age: Evidence From the Flood for Its
Quick Formation and Melting” Documentary
Documentary Summary
Since the 1700’s we’ve been told that the there have
been many ice ages over millions of years, but now
meteorologist Michael Oard shares evidence the
main-line scientific community won’t tell you. He
shares compelling evidence for only one Ice Age not
long after the end of the global Flood as recorded in
the Bible. He’ll show how the Flood produced the
right conditions to develop the Ice Age in 500-700
years, then how a catastrophic melt off transpired in
only 50-70 years. He also shares why only one Ice
Age explains many associated mysteries such as the
extension of the woolly mammoth and other
mammals, massive permanent climate change, and
the spread of man and animals after the Flood. He
shows how the Biblical record makes much more
sense of what we find the in the geologic record.
DVD comes with a Digital HD version accessed
through ChristianCinema.com.
General DVD Information
Length: 97 Minutes
Release Date: Fall 2013
Bonus Features: Behind the Scenes, Interviews, Previews
Format: NTSC Widescreen (16x9)
Target Audience: 16+
UPC#: 039414821796
Retail Price: $19.99
CHAPTERS
1. Introduction
2. Ice Age History
3. Evidence in Glaciers
4. Evidence in Moraines
5. Evidence in Erratics
6. Associated Mysteries Intro
7. Wet Deserts Mystery
8. Animal Migration Mystery
9. Mystery of the Mammoths
10. Only One Ice Age
11. How much cooling?
12. One Theory Makes Sense
Bonus Features
• Behind the Scenes

•
•
•

Interview with Mike Oard
Interview with Kyle Justice
Awesome Science Media

The Flood Geology Series Summary
This series takes leading scientists in the field of geology, chemistry, and meteorology and explores
evidence for the global Flood around the world. Instead of speaking in a lecture hall or church, these
scientists venture out to the geological locations to show the viewer first hand the evidence for how the
Flood impacted the earth in a catastrophic manner. Scientists include Dr. Steve Austin, Michael Oard, and
Dennis Bokovoy.
Bio of Producer, Kyle Justice
This DVD is produced by Emmy-nominated director, Kyle Justice. His work has appeared on such
networks as National Geographic, ESPN, The Outdoor Channel, The Family Channel, and Fox Sports. Kyle
started Awesome Science Media in 2010, and has been producing creation science programming since
1996.
Production Company
Awesome Science Media (ASM) is a company dedicated to producing high quality programming which
presents a Biblical worldview for understand the world around us. This includes historical and
operational science. This programming is geared to all ages and represents documentaries, children’s
shows, action adventure shows, and reality programming.
This programming first began with the Awesome Science and Flood Geology DVD series. It is now
expanding to other series such as The Heavens Declare, Dino Hunter, and The Top Ten. ASM continues to
develop new programming with series like Awesome Science Applied, Awesome Creatures, Ark Animals,
and Ocean Odyssey. We have a worldwide audience and will continue to produce high quality
programming which upholds a Biblical worldview to science.
Contact Info:
Kyle Justice, Producer
(503) 210-5530
kyle@awesomesciencemedia.com
www.awesomesciencemedia.com
Social Media Links
Flickr: https://www.flickr.com/photos/130057426@N03/collections/72157649392531759/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOPgHKMipWSaIx2nMtTgV6AYZ0SdYL5IK
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FloodGeologySeries/
Reviews:
Ronald Friedrich via Amazon
“Very well done and brings to light how what is generally accepted as proven fact regarding the ice age
isn't proven at all. All you can do is view the evidence left behind and make assumptions as to what
happened in the past. You can't go back in time and repeat it like you can with real science. You'd have to
have a reliable eyewitness of the event to ever be certain. Also this video shows a lot of contradictory
problems with what's generally accepted as when the ice age occurred and how often and how long. Even
I can understand it. It's nice to have some of the evidence that has been used to theorize what happened
in the past made understandable and be able to make up my own mind how reliable or not it is. Thanks
for making this video available.”

